
Reply to Referee comment 1 

 

Dear Amores,  

Thank you for your comments concerning our manuscript entitled “Multicore structures and the splitting and 

merging of eddies in global oceans from satellite altimeter data”. Those comments are all valuable and very helpful 

for revising and improving our paper. We have studied comments carefully and have made correction which we 

hope meet with approval. The main corrections in the paper and the responds to your comments are as following: 

 

1 Although two cores are technically multiple cores, I would not use the word “multicore” since the authors only 

deal with structures of two cores (“…this study focused only on the classical merging of two eddies into one 
and splitting of one eddy into two, ... ”; line 413). This connects with the point number 3 of the section 2.2.1; 

there is no need to identify structures of 3 cores.  

In another paper (The identification and census statistics of multicore eddies based on sea surface height 

data in global oceans, in press Acta Oceanologica Sinica), we produced a statistical analysis of multicore eddy 

structures based on 23 years’ altimetry data in global oceans. Census statistics of multicore eddies present 

about 97 % of all eddies are dual-core structures and about 3% are triple-core structures. The significant 

difference between the numbers of dual and triple-core eddies shows that the former are more common and 

easily detected in the ocean. Even so, the triple-core eddies cannot be ignored in the global ocean. Although 

these triple-core structures may not represent really oceanic eddies (possibly a confusion with some smaller 

eddies). Identification of these eddies is very helpful to track eddy trajectories in the ocean based on the 

current resolution of sea surface height field from multi-altimeter products (As shown in the following figure). 

The global statistic shows that there are more than 28% of multicore eddies identified as part of the evolution 

of single-core eddies, of which are some triple-core eddies. So when possible, we have also identified this 

small number of triple-core structures (there is no technical problem, maybe the real state of these eddies on 

the ocean needs further verification.). 

The identification of multi-core eddies is mainly to provide a technical support as an analytical basis for 

interactions between multiple eddies (two or more). Therefore, it is considered here that multi-core eddies is 

still used.  



 

A dual-core eddy evolves as a part of a single-core eddies. These multicore eddies represent intermediate states of single-core eddy 

evolution. If we do not identify the multicore eddy, the eddy with two cores that are very close together will not recognized in the 

traditional procedure of eddy detection. In that case, the single-core eddy before and after multicore eddy will be likely to identified as 

two independent eddies. This is an example of a dual-core eddy, some of triple-core eddies may also correspond to this situation.  

 

 

2 The authors say that “The census revealed that eddy splitting and merging do not always occur most 

frequently in eddy-rich regions,...” (line 17). When the map of eddy splitting and merging from Fig. 9 is 
compared with the distribution of eddy amplitude from Fig. 10 of Chelton et al. 2011, it can be seen the eddy 

splitting and merging takes place in regions with high eddy amplitude. I do not think that “stronger” eddies 
interact more than “weaker” eddies so it has to be related with the thresholds applied when identifying and 

tracking the eddies and with the capabilities of the satellite SLA maps. 

 

In this study, the minimum amplitude of an eddy was increased from the original 1 cm used by Chelton et 

al. (2011) to 3 cm. The reason for this change was that the accuracy of measuring heights using Jason series 

altimeters (including Topex/Poseidon and Jason-1/2/3), which currently have optimal performance for 

observing ocean dynamics, is only about 2 cm in the open sea (Dufau et al., 2016). Therefore, even though the 

AVISO gridded SLA products represent the merging of data from different altimeters, it is difficult to claim 

that ocean signals under a variance of 2 cm could be captured precisely in the SLA fields, especially for the 

gaps in altimeter tracks that are interpolated from other observation points. 

We checked the mapping error of AVISO gridded products. It mainly traduces errors induced by the 

constellation sampling capability and consistency with the spatial/temporal scales considered, as described in 

Le Traon et al. (1998) or Ducet et al. (2000). The mapping error is less than 2 cm in the open ocean and just 

may be greater than 3cm in regions of highly unstable currents, e.g., Antarctic Circumpolar Current, some 

Western Boundary Currents (the figure below or Dufau et al., 2016). That is why the amplitude of an eddy 

greater than 3cm be adopted in the eddy identification rather than 1 cm like in Chelton et al. (2011). It is 

an effective way to avoid artefacts from AVISO and large, ameba-like eddy structure in the oceans.  



Of course, sea surface height fields with higher resolution can show more mesoscale (sub-mesoscale) 

ocean dynamics (Amores et al., 2018). If we can further improve the spatial resolution, we will see more 

small-scale ocean structures. However, based on the current mainstream SSH products with 0.25° spatial 

resolution, we can only avoid the eddy misidentification as much as possible by increasing the threshold of 

eddy amplitude, and by identifying the eddy with a radius scale above 50 km. 

 
The mapping error of AVISO SLA gridded products on 10 March, 2015. (unit: cm) (From AVISO) 

 

On the other hand, our result is not to say that “stronger” eddies interact more than “weaker” eddies 

(although it looks like that, globally). This result should be understood in this way. The large-amplitude and 

high-strength eddies are more easily detached due to the instability of the flow in the Antarctic Circumpolar 

Current (ACC) and Western Boundary Currents (WBCs). Due to the significant interaction of eddy-current or 

eddy-topography, the instability of strong eddies is often caused, so the interaction events of eddy-eddy often 

occur. In turn, it is because of these interactions in ACC and WBCs that the lifetime of eddies here is shorter 

(although eddies with higher amplitude here) comparing with mid-latitude regions.  

Of course, if we focus on some local regions, such as the Gulf Stream and its extension, weaker eddies 

may be more likely to interact with each other than stronger eddies (theoretically because the former is more 

unstable). A statistical study of this situation will be carried out in future. However, globally, the 

high-amplitude eddy is in ACC and WBCs, where there are more unstable factors than the mid-latitude region. 

Although the eddy intensity is stronger, it is more likely to eddy-eddy interaction or eddy deformation due to 

unstable factors (e.g., westward eddy interact with eastward current in ACC), so the lifetime of eddies is much 

shorter (the result is very clear in the Fig4 and Fig.10 in Chelton et al. 2011) in ACC and WBCs.  

The corresponding descriptions are added in the Line 507-513.  
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3 The previous comment connects with the paper “Up to What Extent Can We Characterize Ocean Eddies Using 

Presentâ˘ARˇ Day Gridded Altimetric Products?” by Amores et al. How do you think the results of that paper 

could influence the results of the present manuscript. In that paper it is showed that satellites tend to merge 



several small eddies into larger one, think that would make impossible to differentiate a real large eddy from a 

sum of several smaller eddies into larger one. Maybe you minimized this problem with the thresholds used and 
the different steps of the algorithms. However, I really think that it should be clarified in the paper: your results 

are from a very small fraction of the global ocean eddies, so they should not be taken as universal truth. 

Based on sea surface height products with 0.25° resolution, the automatic eddy detection and tracking 

algorithm would potentially be unable to characterize the mesoscale variability (Amores et al. 2018). The main 

reason is that the spatial resolution of the gridded products is not enough to capture the small-scale eddies that 

are the most abundant (But then, if we can further improve the spatial resolution in numerical simulations, we 

will see more small-scale ocean structures). Also, the unresolved structures are aliased into larger structures in 

the gridded products, so those products show an unrealistic number of large eddies with overestimated 

amplitudes.  

However, in our paper we present a hybrid tracking strategy based on the eddy overlap ratio considering 

multicore and single-core eddies and a statistical method of eddy-eddy interaction. And based on the current 

mainstream SSH products with 0.25° spatial resolution, the global statistics of eddy splitting and merging are 

examined, which has a kind of enlightening significance. If there are higher spatial resolution and more 

accurate products from numerical simulations or assimilated results, a further detailed map of the eddy-eddy 

interaction in global oceans may be obtained using this method. 

To avoid artefacts from AVISO and large, ameba-like eddy structure in the oceans, eddies with large 

spatial scale and much larger amplitude are identified in our paper. And two examples of verification using 

SST data are given. Under the current SSH product, we can't completely avoid this kind of misidentification. 

The corresponding descriptions are added in the last paragraph in the conclusions. 

 

4 My next comment is out of the scope of this paper, but it could be interesting applying your algorithm to a 

model output and to satellite-like SLA maps extracted from the model (similar to the paper by Amores et al.) to 

see what part of the eddy interactions you are missing in your results. 

In the future, we can try to do this.  

 

5 What about the role of the eddy polarity in these processes. A Fig. 10 computed by polarity could be 

interesting. 

The cyclonic eddy and the anticyclonic eddy exhibit similar variations of eddy properties for eddy 

splitting and merging events. Merging events generally caused an increase (twice or more) of eddy properties, 

whereas splitting generally caused a decrease (halved) of eddy properties. Here we do not separately compute 

the variations of eddy properties for different eddy polarity. 

 

6 Line 92: indicate the reference of the satellite product. 

The reference of the satellite product is added in Section 2.1. 

 

7 Line 95: What filtering processes were applied? Filtering window, type of filter, ... 

The sentence should be “Filtering processes were used to remove residual noise and small-scale signals in 

the procedure of multi-altimetry data by the AVISO”.  

Residual noise and small scale signals are then removed by filtering the data using a Lanczos filter. As 

data are filtered from small scales, a sub-sampling is finally applied. The filtering and sub-sampling is adapted 

to each region and product as a function of the characteristics of the area and of the assimilation needs. Details 

were presented in Dufau et al., 2013 and AVISO, 2015.  
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8 Line 105 – 108: this could be moved to the part of data. 

This paragraph has been moved to Section 2.1. 

 

9 Line 113:… subsequently transported. 

It has been modified according to the comment. 

 

10 The authors claim that their eddy tracking algorithm is parameter free. The step (6) of the eddy identification 
makes it whatever but parameter free. 

We mistakenly adopted the method name “threshold-free closed-contour algorithm” from Chelton et al. 

(2011) because they detected the eddy signals with amplitude exceeded 1 cm. Here, we revised it as “threshold 

closed-contour algorithm” in our paper. 

 

11 Line 134: … eddy core … 

It has been modified according to the comment. 

 

12 Line 150: for an eddy are given. 

It has been modified according to the comment. 

 

13 Line 219: 2 altimeters were measuring during ~7 years (30%); 3 during ~9.5 years (41%); and 4.5 during 

~6.5 years (29%). I do not know if these numbers support the statement “most times”. 

We have changed “most times” to “after the year 2000”. 

 

14 Line 467: “5-7 events”. Are these events per year; events in the 23 years? 

It is over the totally 23-year period.  

Here we used a more rigorous tracking method to study eddy splitting and merging. That is, a multicore 

eddy needs to appear in the evolution of a single-core eddy and then splits into two single-core eddies, which 

dynamic process is just considered to be a splitting event (an opposite process for merging event). This 

requirement is very demanding, so the census statistics of splitting and merging events may be much less than 

those in real oceans. Generally, splitting or merging events can change the eddy scale, amplitude, and EKE 

substantially. In another words, the obvious variation (twice or more) of eddy properties for one full-lifetime 

eddy could correspond to a splitting or merging event. If the eddy is considered to merging or splitting when 

the eddy property changes more than 1 times during the entire lifetime of eddy evolution, then the number of 

such eddy merging and splitting event in the broad sense will increase much more than the original analysis. At 

the moment we are doing something like this.  

 

 

15 Figure 9: the colorscale is not adequate. Limiting the maximum allowed value will show the structures better. 

The units of the colorscale are missing. Change the text inside the panels to eddy merging and eddy splitting. It 

would be interesting to see a map of anticyclones merging (splitting) – cyclones merging (splitting). 

The colorscale has been readjusted to show the structures better.  

Geographic frequency statistics of the splitting and merging events for cyclones and anticyclones are 

shown in the figure below. The cyclones and the anticyclones exhibit similar distribution characteristics, eddy 

splitting and merging tend to occur in the ACC and WBCs which is similar to the Figure 9 in our paper. The 

map of anticyclones merging (splitting) – cyclones merging (splitting) shows a lot of irregular mosaic features, 

which is not given in the original paper. The difference of eddy merging or splitting for polarity may be 



obvious in some local regions if sub-mesoscale (or smaller) eddies was considered based on high-resolution 

SSH products (Amores et al. 2018 shown vast majority of the eddy field in AVISO SSH product is missed 

because the available observations do not have enough resolution to resolve the smaller eddies).  

Here, in our paper based on the current mainstream SSH products with 0.25° spatial resolution, we focus 

on multicore eddies that experienced splitting or merging, geographic frequency statistics of eddy splitting and 

merging, and variations of eddy properties. If there are higher spatial resolution and more accurate products 

from numerical simulations or assimilated results, a further detailed map of the eddy-eddy interaction (also 

differences between anticyclones and cyclones) in global oceans may be obtained using this method. 

Cyclonic eddies                                                   Anticyclonic eddies 

   

   

Census statistics for cyclones(left)/anticyclones(right) splitting and merging events (number of events) for each 1° × 1° region over the 

23-year period (January 1993 to December 2015). 

 

 

16 Typos and similar: Line 2: … an improved geometric:... Line 33: … local circulation of marginal seas … Line 

34: … 2016), or the Mediterranean…Line 482: … the dramatically narrow … 

It has been modified according to the comment. 

 

We tried our best to improve the manuscript and made many changes in the manuscript. The other important 

changes are marked in green in revised paper. We did not list all changes which not influence the content and 

framework of the paper, especially for the changes of grammar and written expression. We appreciate for 

Editors/Reviewers’ warm work earnestly, and hope that the correction will meet with approval.  

 

 

Sincerely, 

Authors 

 


